
VX Corporation Corning Incorporated et

Excerpts From AVX Corporations Third Amended Complaint

with Additional Supporting Evidence

AVX Corporation AVX owns 33-acre parcel at 3900 Electronics Drive Raleigh NC

the Property that AVX purchased from Corning Glass Works now Coming Incorporated in

November of 1987 Prior to AVX purchase of the Property AVX discovered trichioro ethylene

TCE and other contamination caused by Coming Glass Works from an injection well on the

Property In 1987 Corning Glass Works accepted responsibility for the contamination from the

injection well In 2015 AVX filed lawsuit in Federal Court against several Coming entities

collectively Corning to require Coming to fulfill its obligation to clean up the contamination

On June 14 2017 AVX filed Motion to Amend its Complaint to add information AVX

recently learned regarding false and misleading information that Coming included in Cornings

November 2013 Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response submission to the North Carolina

Department of Environmental Quality The Court granted AVXs Motion and AVX filed its

Third Amended Complaint with the Court on October 13 2017 AVXs Third Amended

Complaint is attached behind the COMPLAINT TAB The paragraphs of AVXs Third

Amended Complaint that discuss Cornings false and misleading Site Cleanup Questionnaire

Response are Paragraphs 73-79

After AVX submitted its proposed Third Amended Complaint to the Court on June 14

AVX took series of depositions and obtained additional information concerning Comings

disturbing misconduct The excerpts below are Paragraphs 73-79 AVXs Third Amended

Complaint supplemented with important deposition testimony and additional information

demonstrating Cornings disturbing misconduct that AVX has obtained recently

detailed discussion regarding the background of this matter and full accounting of Comings disturbing

misconduct of which AVX is aware at this time is set forth in detail in AVXs Third Amended Complaint behind the

COMPLAINT TAB
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Paragraphs 73-79 of AVXs Third Amended Complaint
with Additional Supporting Evidence

Paragraph 73

73 In 2011 and 2012 Corning commissioned two internal reports the 2012 Secret

Data Gap Report TAB AVX013168-AVX013208 and the Report of Site Options Site

Options Report TAB CorningDef-00026509-CorningDef00026554 To AVXs

knowledge Corning has never submitted the Site Options Report to the State to this day TAB

Deposition of Daniel Shields 7920-801 8814-893 hereinafter referred to as Shields

Dep Cornings consultant AMEC recommended to Corning that the 2012 Secret Data Gap

Report should be kept secret from the State TAB CorningDef-00010968 TAB

Shields Dep 16617 1676 Corning agreed with AMECs recommendation and kept the 2012

Secret Data Gap Report secret from the State and AVX for over four years TAB

Deposition of Christy Hannan 13 15-18 hereinafter referred to as Hannan Dep Corning did

not submit the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report to the State until October 2016 and only

submitted the Secret Report in 2016 because Corning was required to do so pursuant to iSA

NCAC 13C .0306g13 Section g13 requires AMEC to submit to the State summary of

all previous and ongoing environmental investigations and environmental regulatory

involvement with the site and copies of all associated reports and laboratory data in public

records or within the custody or control of the REC or remediating party emphasis added

See also TAB Deposition of Kim Caulk 19918-2006 hereinafter referred to as Caulk

Dep In other words if the data gap report had not been provided to the State before the

remedial investigation work plan does NCAC 13C 0306g13 require that the data --

data gap report be submitted Yes Again Corning still has not submitted the internal Site

Options Report to the State in violation of Section g13 See TAB The 2012 Secret Data

Gap Report TAB concluded
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Based on the data obtained additional assessment is required to delineate the

vertical and lateral extent of the CVOCs in the PWR and bedrock zones as well

as to determine the horizontal limit of impact in the shallow saprolite aquifer In

addition it needs to be determined if the CVOCs have migrated off the property

and if the concentrations of TCE present vapor intrusion threat to the residential

properties to the east Concentrations of the CVOCs in the surface water have

historically exceeded 2B Surface Water Standards Additional surface water

testing is necessary off-site to determine concentrations in the surface water in the

residential areas TAB AVXO13 186 emphasis added

The soil data collected as part of the data gap evaluation demonstrated that minor

concentrations of CVOCs remain in the former excavation area TAB
AVX013186

vertical downward groundwater flow gradient was measured in deep saprolite

to PWR wells and deeper into bedrock This indicates that contamination is being

transported deeper The vertical extent of the CVOC impact has not been defined

Horizontal groundwater movement in shallow and deep saprolite zones indicate

groundwater to surface water pathways are present and that off-site groundwater

impact is highly possible with vapor intrusion issues yet to be evaluated that could

impact off-site residents TAB AVXO 13 186 emphasis added

The rernediation strategy and cost evaluation was based on the incomplete

vertical and horizontal definition of the groundwater plume TAB
AVXO13 186 emphasis added

The groundwater site pump and treat system should be operated in limited

capacity to further detain plume movement off site until permanent treatment

solution is implemented or until it is known that no off-site impacts to human

health are present i.e via surface water exposure vapor intrusion etc. TAB
AVXO13 187
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Paragraph 74

74 The 2012 Secret Data Gap Report recommended the following

The site should be moved into the NCDENR REC program to complete RI activities and

begin remedial activities The RI activities should be completed to confirm there is no

threat to nearby residences either due to the intrusion of vapors or exposure to impacted

surface water Prior to implementation of any remediation strategy the extent of impact

must be defined in groundwater The remediation strategy and pathway can be adjusted

so that additional technologies can be considered as needed TAB AVXO 13187

emphasis added

Paragraph 75

75 In response to receiving groundwater monitoring report from AMEC the State

issued Notice of Regulatory Requirements NORR to Corning by letter dated September 12

2013 TAB AVXO1379O-AVX013793 The NORR required Corning to complete Site

Cleanup Questionnaire Questionnaire TAB AVXO 13791 The NORR also detailed

the regulatory options Coming had for addressing the contamination at the Property TAB

AVXO 13791 -AVXO 13792 Those options included proceeding with investigation and cleanup

under State cleanup order under State supervision or under the REC Program Id

Comings consultant testified that cleanup under State supervision was more stringent and less

flexible than the REC Program because the REC Program was purely voluntary and cleanup was

conducted with no State oversight TAB Shields Dep 2543-14 Importantly North

Carolina General Statute 13 OA-3 10.9 reads that one owner operator or other responsible

party who voluntarily participates in the implementation of remedial action program under G.S

130A-310.3 or G.S 130A-310.5 may be required to pay in excess of five million dollars

$5000000 for the cost of implementing remedial action program at single inactive

hazardous substance or waste disposal site Thus if Corning is able to enter and remain in the

REC Program and thereby avoid government-lead cleanup such as .a
Statelead cleanup under

an Administrative Order non-voluntary or federal Environmental Protection Agency-enforced
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cleanup Corning could argue that it is entitled to cleanup liability limitation of $5 million

This is critical because AVXs industry-leading expert has concluded in an expert report that he

believes cleanup of the on-site contamination at the Property likely will be in the range of $16.4

million to $53.8 million this cost does not include the cost of off-site contamination TAB

Supplemental Expert Report of Dr Richard Royer dated October 2017 at 18-19 As such if

Corning is able to remain in the REC Program Corning later could argue that its cleanup liability

is capped at $5 million and potentially achieve cost savings of $11.4 to $48.8 million while

leaving the Property and potentially the off-site neighborhood with significant remaining

contamination that Corning caused AVX denies that Corning is eligible for this $5 million

cleanup liability cap

Paragraph 76

76 At Cornings request Cornings consultant AMEC prepared response to the

Questionnaire in document called Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response dated November

2013 Questionnaire Response TAB DEQ0001O768-DEQ0001O787 AMEC had its

Senior Principal Engineer affix his North Carolina Professional Engineering Seal to the

Questionnaire Response and sign an Environmental Consultant Certification Statement that

the information in the Questionnaire Response was accurate and complete under penalty of

perjury TAB DEQ00010769 DEQ00010777 AMEC also had the Questionnaire

Response co-signed by an AMEC Project Scientist As noted below Corning itself also had its

Senior Environmental Engineer sign Remediation Party Certification Statement indicating that

the Questionnaire was accurate and complete under penalty of perjury TAB

DEQ00010776 The Questionnaire Response contains materially false and misleading

information The Questionnaire Response reads in part TAB DEQ000 10775-

DEQOO1O776
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Are site surface soils known to be contaminated NO

Is site sediment or surface water known to be contaminated NO

Has groundwater contamination affected any drinking water wells If

yes or unknown please explain on separate page NO

What is the distance to the nearest downgradient drinking water well

1500

10 Are hazardous vapors air emissions or contaminated dust migrating

into occupied residential commercial or industrial areas If yes or

unknown please explain on separate page NO

11 Have hazardous substances known to have migrated off property at

concentrations in excess of Branch unrestricted-use remediation

goals If yes or unknown please explain on separate page
NO

12 Has the local community expressed concerns about contamination at

the site NO

13 Based on current information are there any sensitive environments

located on the property If yes or unknown please explain on

separate page NO

14 Based on current information has contamination from the site

migrated into any sensitive environments If yes or unknown

please explain on separate page NO

Paragraph 77

77 Both Cornings experienced Senior Environmental Engineer and AMECs Senior

Principal Engineer signed the following Certification Statement Certification swearing after

thorough investigation to the accuracy and completeness of the Questionnaire Response under

penalty of perjury

After first being duly sworn or affirmed hereby state that am over

the age of eighteen am competent to make this certification based upon my own

personal knowledge and belief and to the best of my knowledge and belief after

thorough investigation the information contained herein is accurate and complete lam

aware that there are significant penalties for willfully submitting false inaccurate or

incomplete information TAB DEQ00010776-DEQ00010777 emphasis added
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The REC Program rules and REC Implementation Guidance make it clear that REC and

Remediating Party certifications are the cornerstone of the REC Program See e.g 15A NCAC

13C 0302c 13C 0306b-c gh l-p North Carolina REC Program

Implementation Guidance Oct 2015 at 1-26 The States Program Manager for the REC

Program testified that certifications are one of the most critical aspects of the REC Program

because the State relies almost entirely on these certifications to ensure that the RECs and

Remediating Parties are complying with the REC Program rules In fact Mr Caulk testified that

the REC Program could not function without these critical certifications

All right And why are -- weve talked lot about certifications today Why is

certification why are certifications important within the REC program

Theres statement there that theyre -- theyre signing and acknowledging

about being truthful and honest with the data theyre providing

Is it also because the REC is taking the place of the State as far as oversight so the

State needs to be sure that the -- that the investigations and cleanups are

conducted correctly

Yes

Could the REC program function without certifications by the RECs

No its requirement they provide the certification

This says -- the next paragraph second sentence says ensuring that site cleanups

are protective of public health and the environment well rely on the professional

qualifications judgment and integ -- integrity of the REC and its RSMs The

REC rules mandate that registered environmental consultant shall at all times

recognize that this -- its primary obligation is to protect public health safety

welfare and the environment in the performance of professional services as an

REC Do you see that

Yes

Do you believe its critical that the RECs have professional qualifications

judgment and integrity

Yes

And thats what you all rely on in the program
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Yes TAB Caulk Dep at 1543-15514

Comings Division Counsel in Comings Office of General Counsel Litigation Manager

Karen Douglas testified that she expected Cornings employee who signed the sworn

Questionnaire Response on behalf of Corning to investigate the responses personally and ensure

the responses were accurate and complete More particularly she testified

And as an in-house lawyer at Coming you would have expected Ms Hannan to

make sure that this was accurate and complete before she submitted it to the State

of North Carolina is that right

know Christy Hannan to be very thorough and capable engineer and

would have expected her to take this statement very seriously And Im sure

she did

And you would have expected her to make sure it was accurate and complete

before shesubmitted it

Correct

And you would have also expected Cornings consultant to have made sure this

was accurate and complete before this was submitted under oath to the State of

North Carolina

Well again would trust that anyone signing statement like this would

understand what theyre saying

Its big deal isnt it

Its what it is

Its signing something and making representations to the State of North Carolina

under penalty of perjury right

Thats what it is TAB Deposition of Karen Douglas 317-329

hereinafter referred to as Douglas Dep

Karen Douglas also testified

Does Corning condone inaccuracies in sworn statements

Corning expects its employees who answer sworn statements to take those

statements seriously and to do whatever work they need to do to answer the

statement truthfully TAB Douglas Dep 8324-844
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Karen Douglas also testified

When youre working with employees at Coming in the environmental area you

expect them to be upfront and forthcoming with regulatory agencies and youve

testified to that today right

Thats correct TAB Douglas Dep 8749

Comings Rule 30b6 corporate witness Joseph Kane also testified that Coming

expected its employee when providing the certified Questionnaire Response to answer

questions based on current information and based on personal knowledge and belief after

thorough investigation Joseph Kane testified

The second sentence of the Site Cleanup Questionnaire says to answer all

questions based on current information and provide written description where

needed And my question is does Coming expect its employees to do this when

preparing response to questionnaire like this

Yes TAB Deposition of Joseph Kane l91724 hereinafter referred to as

Kane Dep

Joseph Kane also testified

And so did Corning expect Ms Hannan to make this certification based on her

own personal knowledge and belief

Yes

Did Corning expect Ms Hannan to thoroughly investigate this situation herself

before she signed the certification

Yes

Did Corning expect Ms Hannan to make sure the information was accurate and

complete

Yes

Does Corning agree with the admonition that significant penalties exist for

willfully submitting false inaccurate or incomplete information

Okay Does Corning agree with the admonition that significant penalties

exist for willfully submitting false inaccurate or incomplete information

Yes sir
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Id expect so yes TAB Kane Dep 20 23-225

Cornings corporate witness Joseph Kane also testified that Corning expected its

environmental consultant when providing the sworn and certified Questionnaire Response to

answer questions based on personal knowledge and belief after thorough investigation Joseph

Kane testified

And does Corning expect its consultant in situation like this who signs this

certification to base the responses on their own personal knowledge and belief

Yes

And did Corning expect its consultant to thoroughly investigate this situation

himself before he signed this certification

Yes

And did Corning expect the enviromnental consultant to make sure that the

information was accurate and complete

Yes TAB NKane Dep 222l23l6

Cornings Division Counsel and Litigation Manager for Cornings Office of General

Counsel Karen Douglas sent numerous e-mails demonstrating that Corning itself tightly

managed and controlled all its environmental consultants communications with the State which

communications included the Questionnaire Response As an example Karen Douglas sent an

email dated July 15 2015 to Cornings environmental consultant Jay Bennett with copy to

Christy Hannan and Cornings outside counsel at the time which outside counsel fired Corning

and withdrew from representing Corning in the lawsuit stating You consultant are not

to communicate with the regulators without contacting me or Christy first Hope

that is crystal clear TAB CorningDef000243l8 Additionally Karen Douglas

admonished Cornings environmental consultant Jay Bennett in an email also on July 15 2015

as follows It is completely inappropriate for you to respond without authority from

10
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Corning you dont have it and tocopy third parties AVX on the response You seem to

have problems understanding your authority level and the process Do we need another

conversation about this TAB CorningDef000243l9 see also TAB

ComingDef00022578 CorningDef00027 143 -CorningDef00027 145

Paragraph 78

78 The sworn Questionnaire Response that Cornings Senior Environmental

Engineer certified and that AMECs Senior Principal Engineer certified and sealed as North

Carolina Profssional Engineer and that AMECs Project Scientist co-signed as quality-

assurance protocol contains clear and materially false and misleading responses as follows2

Comings Questionnaire Response to Question

Are site surface soils known to be contaminated Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False

Corning environmental reports dating back to Cornings June 14 1989 Report

indicate that contaminated soils remained in place after soils were excavated TAB
AVX009045-AVX009046

Just year before Corning and AMEC signed the Certification and AMEC affixed its

North Carolina Professional Engineering Seal to the Questionnaire Response

Cornings own consultant AMEC collected soil samples as part of the 2012 Secret

Data Gap Report Five of those soil samples yielded CVOC results of PCE above

IHSB Soil Remediation Goals for the protection of groundwater TAB
AVX0 13178 According to the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report indicates that

residual soil impact exists in these areas and was not completely removed during the

excavation activities Id

Cornings environmental consultant Daniel Shields testified that he knew that soil

contamination existed on the Property at the time he completed the Questionnaire

Response but answered the question NO nonetheless He further testified that his

response was an error

Daniel Shields testified

And what about Number Are site surface soils known to be contaminated

AVXs testifdng environmental consultant expert has issued an expert report
which he concludes that Cornings

Questionnaire Response is false and misleading See TAB at 20-27

11
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When look at the layout and what was there and what was removed and the

reason that section was not going to be removed we had already stated well

take care of that on the cleanup But to the fine point at which youre

driving at will say there was another error on the site questionnaire if

thats what youre looking for TAB Shields Dep 24325-2441

24416-24423

Individuals from the State testified that they believed Comings response to Question

to be inaccurate including Kim Caulk

Mr Caulk testified

If you look at the actual answer the answer says -- the question says are site

surface soils known to be contaminated Answer No The --- the answer yes is

not checked and the answer unknown is not -- theres no discussion of the residual

soil contamination in the document Does this appear to be an accurate statement

of the condition of the property

No TAB4C-CaulkDep.21818-2191

Cornings Questionnaire Response to Question

Is site sediment or surface water known to be contaminated Cornings

Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False

Sampling dating back to Comings August 15 1989 Report indicated on-site surface

water contamination TAB AVX002260

In 1992 the State directed Corning to address contamination of the on-site stream

immediately TAB AVX006429 Corning has not done so because significant

on-site surface water contamination remains today

In March 31 2000 e-mail from Cornings environmental consultant to Corning

Cornings environmental consultant reminded Coming that the stream at the Property

was contaniinated is of concern for the AVX site since the stream data

indicates that the stream is receiving impact from the ground water discharge

TAB CorningDef-00023404

Just year before Coming signed the Certification Cornings own consultant wrote

in the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report of the CVOCs in the surface

water have historically exceeded 2B Surface Water Standards TAB
AVXO 13186

12
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Cornings May 2013 Monitoring Report prepared by AMEC six months before

Corning submitted the Questionnaire Response indicated on-site surface water

contamination in excess of the 2L Groundwater Standards and the Surface Water

Standard for Class Nutrient Sensitive Waters TAB AVX013644-

AVX013645

Cornings environmental consultant Daniel Shields testified that he knew that

surface water contamination existed on the Property at the time he completed the

Questionnaire Response but answered the question NO nonetheless Daniel

Shields also admitted that his response that no surface water contamination existed

was an error

Mr Shields testified

And this site cleanup questionnaire response was prepared November 2013

Correct

So although you indicated no on this document there was in fact surface water

contamination on-site at the time

Thats an error on my part because was looking at site sediment instead of

sediment and/or surface water We had no knowledge of contaminated site

sediment TAB Shields Dep 24313-23

Further the corporate representative of Comings enviromnental consultant AMEC

Chris Pruneau also testified that Cornings response to Question was inaccurate

AMEC corporate representative testified

If you look at the questionnaire this is page 10775

Yes

Question says Is site sediment or surface water known to be contaminated

The box is checked No Based on what you know looking at the 90s

documents and this 2012 data gap report does that appear to be an accurate

statement

No No it does not look accurate by what Ive seen TAB Deposition

of Chris Pruneau 17318-1743 hereinafter referred to as Pruneau Dep

Several individuals at the State testified that they believed Cornings response to

Question to be inaccurate including Kim Caulk Sue Murphy and John Walch

Mr Caulk testified

And again this is the data gap report that was not submitted to the State until

2016 Now if you
-- just based on this data gap report if you look at the

13
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question it says is site sediment or surface water known to be contaminated

And the answer on the questionnaire is no Based on the data gap report does

that appear to be an accurate statement

No TAB Caulk Dep 2231-12

Importantly Mr Caulk testified that it would not be difficult for Cornings

Senior Environmental Engineer who signed the Certification to understand that

surface water contamination existed on the Property

All right Lets go to the question The question says is site sediment or surface

water known to be contaminated Is that the question

Yes

And Coming answered no

Correct

And this document was certified by the consultant and also certified by the senior

environmental engineer Christy Hannan

Yes

If -- if Ms Hannan is senior environmental engineer for Coming and reviewed

the 2012 data gap report is it confusing or difficult to determine if theres stream

contamination

No TAB Caulk Dep 2242-16

Ms Murphy testified

If you look at -- again at the -- Question is site sediment or surface water

known to be contaminated And Mr Shields and Ms Hannan checked the box

no And based on what youve read does that appear to be an accurate answer

Based upon the supporting documentation it appears that that is not

correct answer TAB Murphy Dep 10224-1036

Mr Waich testified

If we can look at the site cleanup questionnaire response there is question --

Number says is site sediment or surface water known to be contaminated The

answer is no Based on the reports that youve read does that appear to be an

accurate statement

No it does not TAB Waich Dep 761-10

14
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Comings Division Counsel and Litigation Manager for Comings Office of General

Counsel testified that the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report was correct in stating that

of the CVOCs in the surface water have historically exceeded 2B

Surface Water Standards See TAB Douglas Dep 522-10 Karen Douglas

further testified Aid in view of that statement dont know why they the

consultants would have checked the No box TAB Douglas Dep 5210-

12

Cornings Questionnaire Response to Question

Has groundwater contamination affected any drinking water wells If yes or

unknown please explain on separate page Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False or Misleading

Comings answer is incomplete AMEC performed private well survey in the area

of the plant in 1989 The cover letter transmitting the finding of the survey to the

State is included in the Questionnaire Response TAB DEQ0001O78O The

cover letter attached to the survey states It appears that all residences within 1500

ft radius of the source are connected to Public Water Supply Id However the

survey itself is not included in the Questionnaire Response The actual survey states

that the survey is limited in nature and only included records review and

windshield survey but did not include door-to-door survey TAB
CorningDef 001757

Furthermore the survey was over 23 years old and could not rely on modem database

tools that are now routinely available The limitation of the well survey for such

reason is demonstrated in 2016 when Andrew Potter Environmental Health Specialist

for Groundwater Protection and Wells in Wake County performed database search

and found that five residences within 1500 feet of the Site are not connected to the

public water supply thereby indicating they are likely on private wells TAB
DEQ0001001O-DEQ00010012 Thus the answer on the Questionnaire Response is

incomplete without an explanation of the limitations of the survey and the fact that

Corning chose to rely on 23-year old survey that later was proven to be inaccurate

Comings Questionnaire Response to Question

What is the distance to the nearest downgradient drinking water well

Cornings Response 1500

Evidence that the Statement is False or Misleading

The answer to Question on the Questionnaire Response is incomplete and should

have been answered Unknown For the same reason the answer to Question also

should have been Unknown

15
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Comings Questionnaire Response to Question 10

Are hazardous vapors air emissions or contaminated dust migrating into

occupied residential commercial or industrial areas If yes or unknown please

explain on separate page Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False or Misleading

The 2012 Secret Data Gap Report concluded that it needs to be determined. if the

concentrations of TCE present vapor intrusion threat to the residential properties to

the east TAB AVXO13 186 The 2012 Secret Data Gap Report also concluded

that groundwater movement in shallow and deep saprolite zones

indicate groundwater to surface water pathways are present and that off-site

groundwater impact is highly possible with vapor intrusion issues yet to be evaluated

that could impact off-site residents Id

As of the date of the Questionnaire Response vapor intrusion issues had not been

evaluated Rather than indicating unknown on the Questionnaire Response and

explaining unknown on separate page as the Questionnaire Response required

Coming indicated NO This was inaccurate and misleading because off-site vapor

intrusion issues had not been evaluated at that time

Coming has admitted that as of 2016 when Cornings Senior Environmental Engineer

retired vapor intrusion issues still had not been evaluated four years after Comings
consultant recommended that off-site vapor intrusion issues be evaluated TAB 10

Hannan Dep 11617-20

Comings environmental consultant Daniel Shields testified that he made two

additional errors on the Questionnaire Response because he misinterpreted the

Questionnaire Response to mean hazardous air vapors rather than vapor intrusion

from groundwater and he did not include an explanation that it was unknown

whether off-site groundwater contamination existed at the Property

Mr Shields testified

Number 10 says Are hazardous vapors air emissions or contaminated dust

migrating into occupied residential commercial or industrial areas And you

checked the box no

Thats correct

Below that it says If yes or unknown please explain on separate page Do

you recall in the data gap report AMEC indicated that it was unknown whether

hazardous vapors were migrating into occupied residential areas

took this to mean in the air and with no documentation at the time of off

site groundwater contamination dont take that as meaning -- assume

16
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youre driving at intrusion dont take it as that TAB 10 Shields Dep
24614-2476

Mr Shields also testified

And at the time that you prepared this questionnaire did you know if there was

contamination -- groundwater contamination between the Raleigh property line

and monitoring Wells 13A and

No

Did you explain on separate page if it was unknown whether there was off-site

surface water or groundwater contamination

Its not in -- Im sorry No its not in this report but the State is well aware

of the site and all the monitoring data TAB 10 Shields Dep 24811-24

Several individuals from the State testified that they believed Cornings response to

Question 10 to be inaccurate including Sue Murphy John Waich and Kim Caulk

Ms Murphy testified

So if you look at this Question Number 10 the question is answered no In your

mind would it have been more accurate to check the box unknown and explain

what the consultant had concluded in 2012

-- believe it would have been much more thorough to reference the

potential for it TAB 10 Murphy Dep 11023-1115

Mr Walch testified

If we look at Number 10 it says are hazardous vapors air emissions or

contaminated dust migrating into occupied residential commercial or industrial

areas The box is checked no Is that an accurate statement or go ahead

do not think thats an accurate statement think based on this data gap

report unknown would be the correct answer TAB 10 Waich Dep
79 12-21

Mr Caulk testified

Based on the data gap report does the answer to 10 being no appear to be an

accurate answer

No TAB 10 Caulk Dep 23213-19

Notably the REC Program rules require the REC in this case AMEC to inform REC

Program staff at NCDEQ if the REC learns of new information relating to the

17
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contamination Upon receiving the report from AVX environmental consultant

Arcadis that confirmed off-site contamination Corning failed to inform the REC

Program of this new information in violation of the REC Program rules Mr Caulk

testified as follows

Number on the next page says if an REC becomes aware of new information

that would modify its previous opinion on site cleanup the REC must promptly

notify the remediating party and the branch in writing Why is that important

They may discover new information that changed previous interpretation

and they would need to notify us of that change or -- so that we would review

it with them and see if theres any issues or any -- anything that may change

about the project It -- its primarily giving them chance to tell us theyve

come across something If we did an audit and we find it they would they

could get an enforcement action

Okay We talked about this Exhibit 114 the Arcadis report You remember this

few minutes ago

Yes

seem to remember you testifying that you actually contacted Mr Bennett about

this document

Yes

He didnt contact you and say we have new information need to let you know

Yes He -- contacted him to tell him it was there

Okay But he didnt contact you and say have this new information Mr Caulk

need to tell you about it

No

You contacted him and said theres this new information out there

Correct

And thats the -- the Exhibit 114 the Arcadis report

Yes TAB 1OECaulkDep 1636-16419

18
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Comings Questionnaire Response to Ouestion 11

Have hazardous substances known to have migrated off property at

concentrations in excess of Branch unrestricted-use remediation goals If yes or

unknown please explain on separate page Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False and Misleading

Off-Site Stream Contamination

When Coming and Comings consultant completed the Questionnaire Response

Corning knew that off-site surface water contamination existed and strongly

suspected that off-site groundwater contamination existed but nonetheless answered

Question 11 NO
In November 2011 e-mail from Comings consultant to Corning Comings
consultant informed Coming that off-site stream contamination existed The e-mail

reads

The other potential is private party lawsuits but there is no documentation from

off-site samples that constituents of concern have left the site except in surface

waters TAB 11 emphasis added

An independent environmental consultant hired by potential purchaser of the

Property testified that given the high levels of stream contamination at the Property

line and based on his nearly three-decade experience as an environmental consultant

he believed that contamination was traveling off-site in the stream The independent

enviromnental consultant testified

And did you believe that there was off-site impact to the stream given the on-

site stream impact

would say yes and when we were concerned about exposure we

followed the stream when it leaves the property it goes into pipe and

it runs under the neighborhood And so -- recall walked to the

neighborhood to try to figure out where that pipe came out and it was --

long distance and then it discharged into creek at that point and for

our objective didnt feel the need to sample at that point

All right Do you know where -- was the creek by school

It -- my recollection the picture in my mind is that it was kind of in

somebodys backyard where the pipe -- the flow came to the surface and

then went almost directly into creek TAB 11 Deposition of Dan

Neilsen 6413-655 hereinafter referred to as Neilsen Dep

The 2012 Secret Data Gap Report indicated that it was highly possible that

contamination had migrated off-site and recommended off-site groundwater vapor

intrusion and surface water sampling TAB AVXO 13186 As of 2016 when
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Comings Senior Environmental Manager Christy Hannan retired from Coming

Corning had not conducted off-site surface water or vapor intrusion sampling TAB
11C-HannanDep 1166-20

Rather than indicating yes on the Questionnaire Response since Comings

consultant had informed Corning that stream contamination was off-site in 2011 or at

the very least indicating unknown and explaining that surface water and vapor

intrusion sampling had been recommended by Comings consultant but had not yet

occurred Coming instead indicated NO on the Questionnaire

Off-Site Groundwater Contamination

Coming conducted off-site groundwater sampling and submitted the results to the

State in Comings October 2013 Report of Monitoring Well Installation The off-

site monitoring well samples indicated one constituent in excess of State standards

but the consultant concluded that the exceedence was an anomaly TAB 11 II

DEQ0000971 The groundwater wells were installed far beyond the AVX property

boundary and beyond two houses which means there was road and two

neighborhood homes between the high levels of on-site contamination and Comings

off-site groundwater monitoring wells TAB 11 DEQ0009722 Thus it is

likely that off-site groundwater contamination existed in 2013 when Corning and its

consultant signed the Certification

In September of 2013 Comings consultant warned Coming that the State would

request additional off-site wells and additional off-site sampling TAB 11

ComingDef-00022907 As of 2016 Coming had elected not to take second set of

samples TAB 11 HannanDep 1762-17714

Sampling by AVXs consultant Arcadis in 2016 indicated contamination in the off-

site groundwater wells TAB 11 AVX020451 Given Cornings own analysis

of the speed of groundwater movement in the area approximately 69 feet per year

TAB 11 AVX004194 there likely would have been off-site contamination in

2013 when Corning and its consultant signed the Certification

On October 19 2017 AVX learned from Chris Pruneau Cornings consultants

corporate witness that Corning now as of May 2017 is estimating that Comings

TCE contamination has traveled off-site at levels of 3-10 ppb above State

groundwater standards

AMECs Rule 30b6 witness Chris Pruneau testified

And so the second isopleth in is that 10 parts per billion TCE

Yes

So if you look at Atlantic Avenue on the map it appears that the TCE impacts are

interpreted to be across Atlantic Avenue and under two properties to the east of

the Raleigh property Is that fair assessment
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Yes Well the 10 line would be within the right-of-way but the line does

yes

Ill hand you 417 This looks like draft map that is for the deeper and

wells is that right

Correct Yes

And the isopleths appear to be the same designations of parts per billion and 10

parts per billion being the outermost is that correct

Yes

And it appears that the draft interpretation is that the parts -- TCE impacts at

parts per billion would be off of the Raleigh property and under the right-of-way

of Atlantic Avenue

Yes TAB 11 Pruneau Dep 1841-18510 Corning Isopleth Maps Exhibits

416 and4l7 atTAB 11J

Comings environmental consultant Daniel Shields admitted that he did not know if

groundwater contamination had migrated off-site but instead of answering

Unknown on the Questionnaire Response and explaining the likelihood of off-site

groundwater migration he answered categorically NO
Mr Shields testified

Okay The next question asks Have hazardous substances known to have

migrated off property at concentrations in excess of branch unrestricted use

remediation goals

IL checked no

All right And it says If yes or unknown please explain on separate page
At that point was it unknown if there was off-site stream contamination

At that point we did not know whether it had or not

And at that time between monitoring Well 3B and the Raleigh property line did

you know if there was groundwater contamination

If youre referring to the initial sampling where we had the

bromodichioromethane no

And my question was think you told me that there was probably between 250

and 300 feet between the property line and monitoring Well 13B

Thats correct
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And at the time that you prepared this questionnaire did you know if there was

contamination -- groundwater contamination between the Raleigh property line

and monitoring Wells 13A and

No

Did you explain on separate page if it was unknown whether there was off-site

surface water or groundwater contamination

Its not in -- Im sorry No its not in this report but the State is well aware

of the site and all the monitoring data TAB 11 Shields Dep 24715-

248 24

Several individuals from the State testified that they believed Cornings respoise to

Question 11 to be inaccurate including John Waich and Kim Caulk

Mr Waich testified

If we look at the next one have hazardous substances known to have migrated off

property at concentrations in excess of branch unrestricted use remediation goals

That box is checked no Based on the data gap report where no off-site surface

water sampling had occuned and the consultant concluded that there are pathways

to groundwater contamination is not an accurate statement in your mind

No it is not TAB 11 Waich Dep 7922-807

Mr Caulk testified

So based on this report the 2012 data gap report does it appear that the answer no

in Number 11 is accurate

No TAB 11 Caulk Dep 23313-16

Additionally and importantly Mr Caulk testified that Question 11 would not

be confusing either to Cornings consultant or to Cornings Senior

Environmental Engineer who signed and certified the Outionnaire Response

We looked at the data -- data gap report and the data gap report indicated that

Cornings consultant was recommending off-site sampling is that right

If recall

And so think your conclusion initially was that this question was in your mind

inaccurate because better statement would have been unknown You remember

that

Probably would have been better
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And so do you think that this question would be confusing to 30-year consultant

for company like AMEC confusing to answer

No

Do you think this question would be confusing to senior environmental engineer

for 21 billion dollar company like Corning

No TAB 11 Caulk Dep 2989-2991

Finally prospective purchaser of the Property engaged an independent

environmental consultant to conduct groundwater sampling at the Property The

independent environmental consultant concluded that TCE contamination in

groundwater at the Property was far more significant than Comings sampling had

indicated TAB 11 WCPSS-000311-WCPSS000315 The sample results

indicated significant TCE contamination of 280 ppb in the deep groundwater

well at the Property line across from the neighborhood MW-14B and TCE

contamination of 250 ppb in MW-15A which according to the independent

environmental consultant is upgradient of one of the sources of Comings

contamination Recent sampling by Corning also has confirmed that the

contamination plume is horizontally and vertically far more significant than Coming

lead the State and AVX to believe See Tab Figure 1-A

Cornings Questionnaire Response to Question 12

Has the local community expressed concerns about contamination at the site

Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement may be Misleading

There is an e-mail in the States files indicating community concerns regarding

contamination at the Property TAB 12 AVX013794-AVX013795 On

information and belief the State may have informed Corning or AMEC regarding

these community concerns or AMECs well drillers may have been approached by

community members while the off-site wells were being installed

Comings Questionnaire Response to Question 13

Based on current information are there any sensitive environments located on

the property Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False and Misleading

The State publishes Assessment and Cleanup Guidelines Guidelines Those

Guidelines provide list of agencies to contact to determine if there are any sensitive

environments located on the Property Corning listed those nine agencies in

Appendix of the Questionnaire Response TAB DEQ000 10782 Corning then
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attached correspondence from certain of those agencies indicating that there were no

sensitive environments on the Property TAB DEQ00010783-DEQ00010787
At the time Corning submitted the Questionnaire Response Coming claims that it

only had received responses from five of the nine agencies Notably Corning did not

include response from the North Carolina Division of Water Ouality

Corning however had determined that the stream on the Property was indeed

sensitive environmental area Cornings 2016 Remedial Action Work Plan states as

follows

On behalf of Corning Amec Foster Wheeler prepared and submitted to

NCDEQ Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response dated November

2013 According to the NCDEO Division of Water Resources the

Site is classified as Environmentally Sensitive due to all waters in the

Neuse River Basin being classified as nutrient sensitive waters

TAB 13 AVX014281-AVX014282 emphasis added

Additionally Comings May 2013 groundwater monitoring report recognized that the

harmful contamination in the stream exceed the surface water standard for Nutrient

Sensitive Waters TAB 13 AVX013644-AVX013645

Rather than indicating unknown on the Questionnaire Response and explaining that

Corning had not received responses from four of the nine agencies Corning instead

simply indicated NO Coming knew or should have known that the on-site stream

was sensitive environment but failed to identify the stream as such on the

Questionnaire Response or at the very least failed to indicate that it was unknown
whether there were any sensitive environments on the Property

Cornings consultant admitted that AMEC did not follow up with the agencies in

2013 to determine if the Property was an Environmentally Sensitive Area TAB 13
Shields Dep 2337-15 Comings consultant further admitted that AMEC later

did follow up with the agencies and later did learn that the Property was an

Environmentally Sensitive Area TAB 13 Shields Dep 2374-17

Several individuals from the State testified that they believed Cornings response to

Question 13 to be inaccurate including Sue Murphy Kim Caulk and John Walch

Ms Murphy testified

And on Section 13 -- or Answer 13 based on the current information are there

any sensitive environments qualifying that answer and committing to provide

information later when the responses were received could have been another way

of doing this is that right

Yes

That could have been helpful in your analysis

It would have been helpful yes
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Does it make any difference in your mind if the stream is an environmentally

sensitive site or not

Yes

Would it make difference if the answer to whether the stream was contaminated

was answered yes and whether this answer on environmentally sensitive sites

were -- environmentally sensitive site were an -- was answered yes or at least

unknown

It would have been -- it -- the site would have gotten lot more attention if

we had known the surface waters were contaminated TAB 13 Murphy

Dep 11721-11820

Mr Caulk testified

Okay So do you then -- if you read this statement here based on current

information are there any sensitive environments located on the property do you

believe the most accurate answer is yes no or unknown at this point

Yes there appears to be sensitive environments

Would you agree that if there was lack of clarity in 2013 that unknown would

have been an appropriate answer rather than no

It would have been better yes

But as it turns out the discussion in the 2012 report

Right

-- indicates that there was stream contamination in the nutrient-sensitive waters

Yes

And we can look at that quickly again This is on Page stream sampling results

of the 2012 -- you have that

Right Yes

And it says that the -- it was -- the downstream sample was above the surface

water standard for nutrient-sensitive waters based on human health standards Do

you see that

Yes
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And that think you testified may have given the consultant an indication that

there may be environmentally sensitive waters

Yes

So this document that we looked at the June 2012 report was before the cleanup

questionnaire

Yes

And so based on the current information in the 2012 report at the very least the

better answer would have been unknown in your mind

Yes TAB 13 Caulk Dep 2545-25523

Mr Waich testified

There is an Appendix sensitive environmental environments and it appears to

list the agencies that were contacted

Yes

-- and one of those is Division of Water Quality Is that now the Division of

Water Resources

It is

And do you see attached any response from the Division of Water Quality at the

time

do not see any

So going back to that question based on current information are there any

sensitive environments located on the property Yes no or unknown Without

having received -- it appears without having received response from the

Division of Water Quality do you believe no -- yes no or unknown are the more

accurate responses there

think unknown is more accurate response unless in the history of their

site they had other information Unknown think is more accurate

response TAB 13 Waich Dep 8323-856
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Comings Questionnaire Response to Question 14

Based on current information has contamination from the site migrated into

any sensitive environments Cornings Response NO

Evidence that the Statement is False and Misleading

Had Coming followed up with the appropriate agencies in 2013 as it should have

and confirmed that the on-site stream was an Environmentally Sensitive Area

Coming also should have indicated that contamination from the Injection Well had

migrated into the stream Coming knew or should have known this information or at

the very least should have indicated that it was unknown whether contamination

had entered sensitive environment

Several individuals from the State testified that they believed Cornings response to

Question 14 to be inaccurate including Sue Murphy Kim Caulk and John Waich

MMurphy testified

14 based on current information has contamination from the site

migrated to any sensitive environments Had the box been checked that these --

the surface water was contaminated and had AMEC found that the site was an

environmentally sensitive site would it have been helpful if this box would have

been checked yes

At the very least if there had been qualifying on it The nature of

chlorinated solvents is -- theyre volatile so it -- if they had investigated it and

shown that it wasnt or knew that it wasnt qualification would have

helped TAB 14AMurphyDep 11825-11913

Mr Caulk testified

Then in 14 it says based on current information has contamination from the site

migrated into any sensitive environments If AMEC had known that there were

environmentally sensitive enviromnents at the time of this document would that

answer have been accurate -- inaccurate or accurate

Its inaccurate TAB 14B Caulk Dep 25524-2566

Mr Walch testified

Number 14 on the next page it says based on current information has

contamination from the site migrated into any sensitive environments And you

indicated that Number 13 maybe unknown was more accurate response And

think you indicated that whether surface water was contaminated at the site was

not an accurate response Would yes no or unknown be more accurate

response on Number 14
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believe unknown would be the more accurate response TAB 14
Waich Dep 857-18

Paragraph 79

73 Based on the Questionnaire Response and in reliance on Cornings and AMECs

Certifications the State issued Notice of REC Program Eligibility letter to Corning dated

March 10 2014 TAB State officials indicate that they typically rely on the Questionnaire

Response and Certification to provide accurate and truthful information on which the State can

make its eligibility determination For example Ms Murphy testified

Do you -- when youTre determining whether site is eligible for the REC

program do you do follow-up investigation on the site questionnaire

We look at site questionnaire carefully and sometimes we do have questions

about some of the answers and will usually contact the consultant

we rely on the information in the site conditions questionnaire to

make the determination for the REC program TAB Murphy Dep 4216-

433
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Conclusion

Documents and testimony demonstrate that Comings Questioimaire Response was

deliberately false inaccurate and misleading In fact the following individuals have stated that

the Questionnaire Response was false inaccurate and/or misleading Comings Rule

0b6 corporate witness Cornings In-House Legal Counsel Comings consultant

Daniel Shields Comings consultants Rule 30b6 corporate witness Chris Pruneau

John Walch at NCDEQ Sue Murphy at NCDEQ Kim Caulk at NCDEQ AVXs

expert witness from GEL Engineering LLC Thomas Hutto and AVXs expert witness from

Arcadis Dr Richard Royer As explained above Cornings answers to nine out of the fifteen

questions are false inaccurate and misleading This is much more than simple mistake on the

part of Coming Both Comings Senior Environmental Engineer Christy Hannan and

Comings long-time environmental consultant Daniel Shields were intimately involved with

the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report and the Questionnaire Response Daniel Shields had been

involved with Comings contamination at the Property since the early 1990s personally sent the

2012 Secret Data Gap Report to Christy Hannan and personally signed sealed and certified the

Questionnaire Response Similarly Christy Hannan personally received the 2012 Secret Data

Gap Report from Daniel Shields and personally reviewed signed and certified the Questionnaire

Response Without question this was deliberate attempt by Corning and its consultant to

circumvent the REC Program process and mislead the State into accepting Coming into the REC

Program At an absolute minimum the inaccuracies under oath with Coming itself expecting its

employee to personally and thoroughly investigate the situation and with the overwhelming

evidence of multiple inaccuracies make this inexcusable and direct violation of sworn oaths

In callous and indifferent disregard for the purpose behind the Questionnaire Response

and the integrity of the REC program itself Comings InHouse Legal Counsel testified that not
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single person at Coming has been criticized or reprimanded for Comings violations of the

Certification Statement in the Questionnaire Response violation of DEQ expectations and

violation of Comings own expectations TAB Douglas Dep 83 19-23 Comings

behavior is flagrant affront to the integrity of the REC Program which has truthfulness and

accuracy as its comerstone
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